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Happy 4th of July!

 

 COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS

 
A Role, Reborn: 

 
The Senior 
Associate

Knighted is pleased to introduce a revamped role on the casino floor: the
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Senior Associate! Senior Associates are an elite squad of VIP bankers, with a
proven track record of accuracy, speed, and professionalism. In addition to
banking and doubling up on high-action games, they work directly with
Supervisors in conducting training modules on entry-level and advanced games.
They work one-on-one with Associates to help them develop greater speed and
accuracy, training new hires as well as seasoned bankers looking to hone their
skills. Senior Associates will also be called upon to assist in administering
sections of our monthly rotating assessments.
 
We have kicked off this position at the Bicycle Casino, but it's coming soon to a
casino near you! For any questions, please contact Kyle and Steve.
  
Please Congratulate our newly appointed Senior Associates at The Bike:
 
Mitch Taylor, Alejandro Felix, Nelson Delgado, Esther Yee, Roderick
Valdez, Frank Escandon, Keith King, Holly Mills, Victor Rodriguez, Alex Jen.
 
 

Knights For Neighbors:
 

Food Banking 
For

The American Dream
THIS MONDAY!

 
We had so much fun "food banking" last month that we're rallying again! Our
second volunteer event in the Northern California region is just around the corner!
This upcoming Monday, 7/7, Associates from all over will gather once again to
contribute to an amazing cause. Our volunteer Knights will be packaging food for
the 1 in 6 Alameda County residents who are food-insecure and need our help.
To celebrate our independence, we also acknowledge our mutual
interdependence by empowering local families with additional resources that will
help to secure our children's futures. With basic food assistance, we can help
our neighbors in need get one step closer to their American Dream!
 
We are thrilled to be able to do this again, and sincerely thank you for your
enthusiasm and support! If you signed up to volunteer for this event, or a
previous event, check your inbox for a special invitation. Contact Tyler Sexton
with questions @ 510-306-2235. All are welcome - the event details are as
follows:
 

KV Alameda County Food Bank Event

12:30pm- 3:30pm, Monday, 7/7/14
7900 Edgewater Dr.
Oakland, CA 94621 

 
  

 
Movers

&
Shakers

Shaking it Up in June:
 
Please congratulate our newly promoted Supervisors: Chris Baker (101), Garrett
Clark (Lodi), Orion Foresee (Bike), Muriel Lee (Cordova), Cue Lo (Palace),
Daniel Manomai (Lodi), Kristian Navarette (580), Kent Thang (Bike), Andy Thao
(Lotus), and Carlos Villalobos (Lodi)! 

myCigna.com
HotToWork with WhenToWork

BBANKERANKER  BRILLIANCE BRILLIANCE
Monthly Quiz & Contest 

Answer all of the quiz questions correctly and you will
be entered into our monthly mystery prize drawing!

  

Click This Link to Submit Your
Answers

 
1a.) How many different values are possible on the
player side or banker side on a hand of Baccarat?
 
1b.) On a hand of Baccarat, how many different final
scores are possible? (FYI, banker winning 9 to 8 is not
the same as player winning 9 to 8)
 
2a.) On blackjack, how many possible values can the
bank hand end with given the hitting rules of blackjack.
 
2b.) Assuming a player on blackjack can hit or stay on
any value, how many different possible values can they
end up with? Assume an ace always counts as an 11,
unless the hand busts.
 
3.) If you roll 3 dice, what are the odds that you roll a
"straight" (3 numbers in row such as 1,2,3)?
 
A.) 1 in 3
B.) 1 in 5
C.) 1 in 9
D.) 1 in 18
E.) 1 in 27
F.) 1 in 36
 
4.) For parts a and b, consider this casino:

You can insure any starting hand when the
banks up-card is an ace. Max insurance is 1/2
of your bet, and it gets paid 2:1 if the dealer has
a natural BJ, otherwise lose.
You can only bet in even amounts. (For instance,
you can't bet $55)
You can take even money instead of insurance if
you have a natural BJ and the dealers up-card is
an ace.

a.) If a natural BJ pays 3:2, will taking even money
always be the same thing as buying max insurance?
 
b.)  If a natural BJ pays 6:5, will taking even money
always be the same thing as buying max insurance?
 
5.) In a 70 hand EZ Baccarat shoe, what are roughly the
odds that there are zero dragons? Assume a dragon is 1
in 44.
 
A.) 1 in 2
B.) 1 in 3
C.) 1 in 4
D.) 1 in 5
E.) 1 in 6
F.) 1 in 10
 

You can't win if you don't play!
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Please also give a round of applause for our newly appointed Shift Leads:
Korbyn Kociemba (580), Karl Lukes (Lotus), Sadie Moua (Cordova), Sandy Pak
(580), Rob Park (Lotus), Brian Stamps (Lotus) Thai Vu (Palace), Sonny Xiong
(Cordova).  And, at Bike, we have Edwin Amaya, Bryan Afinidad, Yong Jin
Kim, Pablo Henriquez!
 
On the Move in June:
 
The Cordova Casino welcomed some top notch associates by the names of
Chase Baxter, Muriel Lee, Howard Moore, Sadie Moua, Justin Nunes, Keng
Thao, Phong Xiong, and Sonny Xiong. Thank you to everyone who's assisted in
this new and wonderful venture!
 
Other big moves include Mary Choeun returning to 580 from Lodi, Patrice Atalig
moving to Lotus from 580, Kao Saetern moving from 101 to Lotus, and Daniel
Manomai taking the leap from Lotus to Lodi. Please welcome these Associates
to their new casinos!
  

 

Employee Spotlight
June 2014

 

 Bike Casino
 

Ruben Cisca

    
Ruben was a banker with another
company for about a year before
joining the Knighted Ventures team.
He is very musically inclined, and
attended the Musicians Institute in
Hollywood, studying performance arts
and guitar. What he enjoys most
about working with Knighted is the
openness of his fellow associates
and the managements staff: he feels
that everyone is approachable and
friendly, and likes the combination of
people skills and technology that we
utilize. Supervisors recognize Ruben

as someone who regularly takes initiative to assist with operational needs, and communicates
proactively with Supervisors.

Fun Fact: Ruben is an avid video game player, and especially loves fighting games! Watch
out, though: if you ever play Ultimate Marvel Vs. Capcom 3 with him - his team consists of
Wolverine, Virgil, and Akuma, while his go-to character for the Street Fighter series is Ryu!

   

Morgan Cole
 

Morgan considers his employment with Knighted
Ventures as his first step in his career. Interested in
video games and gaming in general, he joined the
team about a year ago, and has earned two
Associate's degrees in Marketing and
Communications prior to his start. He really
appreciates that there's never a "huge divide"
between the management staff and associates, and
through his interactions with others he feels that his
introspective and organizational skills have improved
vastly. Supervisors appreciate Morgan's

  

 
Congrats, Fred Young, on your
Banker Brilliance!!  You won an

Apple TV!! Have some fun streaming
all of your media right onto your TV.

Quiz 10 Answers & Explanations: 
learn, below!

 
1.) A Player named Sally has $10 and wants to turn it
into one million dollars.  Assuming there is no table
maximum and she doesn't have to pay collection, how
many times must she win in order to profit at least a
million dollars? Assume she doubles her previous bet
every time she wins.
 
Answer: 17 times.
10 x 2^17 = 1,310,720 - 10 = 1,310,710
 
2.) If you randomly pick two tiles from a 32-tile set, the
chances of your two tiles being a pair are ______ the
chances of it being Gong.
 
A.) Less Than
B.) Greater Than
C.) Equal To
 
Answer: C

Chances of pair: (32/32) x (1/31) = 32/992
Chances of Gong: (8/32) x (4/32) = 32/992
 
3.) If you randomly pick two tiles from a 32-tile set, the
chances of your two tiles being a pair are ______ the
chances of it being Wong.

A.) Less Than
B.) Greater Than
C.) Equal To
 
Answer: B
Chances of pair: (32/32) x (1/31) = 32/992
Chances of Wong: 2 x (4/32) x (2/32) = 16/992
 
4.) Suppose there is a Baccarat table as follows:
$700 maximum allowed on Dragon and Panda
$2,800 maximum allowed on Tie
$11,000 maximum allowed on Player and Banker
 
What is the theoretical highest net loss we can have on
a single hand, not including collection?
 
Answer: $28,500
If a player max's out player and panda and a panda
hits, it would be 28,500.  A max dragon would only be
28,000.
 
5.) How many total cards are in a 12-deck shoe for the
game of Pan 9?
 
Answer: 432
in Pan 9, there are no 7, 8, 9 or 10 cards, so each
deck has 52 - (4x4) = 36 cards.  36 x 12 = 432
 



vastly. Supervisors appreciate Morgan's
professionalism and flexibility, and the fact that he
goes above and beyond in helping with operational
requirements. 

Fun Fact: Morgan was at one point part of the US's
number one college parliamentary debate team! His
tenure with them was between 2009-2010, and has
honed his public speaking and critical thinking
abilities.

 
 

Casino 580
 

James Flynn
      

Before joining the industry, James worked at an
engineering firm while attending Berkeley to obtain his
degree in mathematics. About to hit his one year mark
with Knighted in October, he likes that this career is
very different from every other career out there, and he
appreciates that all of his coworkers are easy to get
along with. Supervisors appreciate his willingness to
always help where help is needed, and his positive
attitude toward his coworkers and Supervisors.

Fun Fact: James is an avid soccer fan, and has been
playing the sport for about 20 years! Asked about his
predictions for the World Cup, he feels that Brazil and
Argentina are the strongest teams this year.

  
 

Lotus Casino
 

Chase Baxter
 
Chase had one of the "sweetest" careers before
Knighted Ventures, as a delivery driver for Krispy
Kreme donuts. With Knighted for about eight months
now, he loves that he's able to get along with all of
his coworkers, while being in the middle of a fun and
competitive atmosphere. Chase describes being at
work like playing a sport: he's around friends while
trying to be the best at what he does!

Fun Fact: Besides giving great donut
recommendations (he says you can never go wrong
with Original Glazed!), Chase is an accomplished
actor, having won monologue competitions when he
was younger. He was even featured in a television
commercial for 3M, since he looked like he "could
make a mess," according to the casting director! 

 
 

        

The 101 Casino
 

Joshua Luther
 
Working as a Quality Assurance tester in the
video game industry, Joshua cultivated a love
of games while working on titles like Bioshock
Infinite and The Bureau: XCOM Declassified.
He double-majored at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute in Interactive Media & Game Design
and Technical Writing, and began his journey
with Knighted in August 2013. Joshua says
that the best part about his job is that he is
friends with all of his coworkers, which lends
to an amazing work environment to attend
every day.
 
Fun Fact: Joshua enjoys the comedy scene,
and was even a member of an improv group
called Reckless Abandon. If you are new to
the comedy scene, he highly recommends

 

  
Voted Most Likely To...!

We asked for you to sign our yearbook
last month with shout outs for your

coworkers who deserve the honor of
"Voted Most Likely..." and you answered.

 
Thanks to everyone who gave their shout

outs! 

We had nearly 150 nominations in
EACH category!

 
BIG Congratulations to our

Winners!

  
Most Intense Casino Eyes 

Anthony Patino (The 101 Casino)
 

Most Likely to Help New Associates
Lorena Yambao (Casino 580)

 
Most Likely to Catch a Bet Capper

Mitchell Taylor (Bicycle Casino)
 

Most Helpful Second Pair 
Scotty Chao (Casino 580)

Least Likely to Take Their Eyes Off the Table
Mong Yang (Lodi Cardroom)

Quickest Dragon Counter
Joshua Luther (The 101 Casino)

Most Likely to Make You Smile
Luly Hinphosay (The 101 Casino)



the comedy scene, he highly recommends
watching Robin Williams, Jim Gaffigan, and
Louis CK. If you're looking up the perfect
stand-up special, his opinion falls on
Christopher Titus's Norman Rockwell is Bleeding. 
 

 
Palace Poker Casino

 
Thai Vu

 

Thai came from the medical industry before joining Knighted
Ventures, working for a dermatologist's office in billing while
attending school to become an x-ray technician. Being with
Knighted for about a year now, Thai enjoys pushing himself
to learn and improve on a daily basis, but he loves working
with new associates the most. He feels that teaching comes
naturally to him, and likes to reach out to new employees to
make them feel as comfortable as possible in their new
setting.

Fun Fact: In his free time, Thai loves to travel - he goes to
Florida every year to get away for a little bit, and Miami
Beach is his favorite spot to hang out!
 
 

Lodi Cardroom
 

Nathan Brown
 

 
Before joining Knighted, Nathan was in landscaping
and the service industry at the same time, while also
gaining experience from industries like storage
management and car sales. He attended Purdue and
UC Santa Cruz to pursue degrees in Theatre Arts and
Linguistics, and joined the third-party player services
industry about six months ago. Nathan enjoys that the
atmosphere in the casino is different every day, and
loves to take his job seriously to perform to the best of
his ability.

Fun Fact: Nathan is a proud father of two: Jonas, 11
and Lulu, 10! He's delighted that they both love to read
and sing -- a passion that Nathan believes comes from
side of the family. Jonas is undecided as of now, but
Lulu would love to be a fashion designer when she
grows up!
 
Please join us in congratulating and thanking these talented and
dedicated people. Keep up the good work!

 
The Arrival of Rotating Assessments  

 
And Using These Tools for Your Success

 

Luly Hinphosay (The 101 Casino)

People's Choice Award: most friendly and
caring

Jean Abuan (Palace Poker Casino)

Most Organized
Alice Leung (Bicycle Casino)

Most Hardworking
Everyone - By Popular Vote

The Ultimate Team Player: 3 Way Tie!
Zach Greenblot (Bicycle Casino), James Yang
(Lotus Casino), Noy Meesai (The 101 Casino)

The Velvet Hammer: quite & kind but can

bring down the hammer when necessary
Sandy Pak (Casino 580)

Most Flexible/Adaptable
Bobby Deng (Palace/Casino 580)

The Secret Weapon: humble & unassuming
but is always secretly in control / always

has the answers
SeeSee Cha (Lotus Casino)

Best Action Counter
Bao Pham (Bicycle Casino)

Tune in next month for our
HONORABLE MENTIONS!

  

An Interview with Lotus Banker and
Armenian-American, Hrair (Hero)

Hovasapyan
  

 

 
Our country is a country of immigrants, and our
company reflects that rich diversity. Knighted
Ventures has become a beautiful melting pot of
different cultures and talents, contributing to much
success over the years. One of our Associates at
the Lotus Casino, Bonnibelle Chukwuneta,
decided to capture the immigrant experience in a
bottle and share it with the company. Here is her
interview with Hrair (Hero) Hovasapyan, from the
Lotus Casino, and before then, Armenia.

 
Bonni: What does the 4th of July holiday, and/or



  
 
The Rotating Assessments are here! So what does that mean for you? It means that you will
have an additional resource for identifying your strengths and opportunities for improvement.
While no single test or assessment alone can capture the whole picture of a person's skill
level on the table, the three forms of assessments strive to give you a well rounded analysis
by looking at different aspects of your technical aptitude. It will allow the management team to
key in on what resources and training you need to bring your game to the next level. This is
extremely important to us, as our people (you!) are truly the key to our success.
 
Here at Knighted, we believe that success, both as a company and as individual members of
the team, can be attained by following the five C's; compliance, control, consistency,
communication and continuous improvement. The Rotating Assessments allows us to key in
on three of these - consistency, communication and continuous improvement:
 

Consistency: As we have all seen and experienced, the gaming industry is dynamic
and ever adapting. Maintaining consistency in this environment can be a challenge.
The Rotating Assessments allow us to ensure consistency across our locations;
consistency in how we evaluate table performance and in our understanding and
implementation of  procedures, which will contribute to setting clear expectations for
performance.
Communication: The management team strives to provide every member of the
team the feedback and support they need to develop. Given how fast-paced and busy
our locations are, this is a challenge. The Rotating Assessments provide each team
member the opportunity for meaningful feedback on a monthly basis.  
Continuous Improvement: It is impossible to achieve continuous improvement
without having a clear understanding of strengths and opportunities for improvement.
The assessments provide you with a clearer understanding.

The assessment system is a resource for our improvement as individuals and as a team.
This will be an evolving resource. As we identify which forms of assessment are better than
others, we will refine and hone the process. We appreciate your feedback to help achieve
this improvement.
 

 
Researching the American Revolutionary War

 
by Ron "Iceface" Mendelow

 

Last week I stood in a desolate field just
outside of San Bernardino with Dr. Bunsen
Honeydew, MD, Ph.D, and prepared to test

Bonni: What does the 4th of July holiday, and/or
Independence from a colonial power in general,
mean to you and how do you celebrate?
  
Hero: My family and I gather spend the day
together on this holiday. July 4th is to be
celebrated even though my family wasn't here for

generations and generations. (we immigrated when
I was 9 years old).  We believe that the soldiers
and people who fought for the independence of a
country and won it at the cost of their own lives,
should be celebrated and thanked. 

 
Bonni: America is sometimes referred to as a
nation of immigrants - what does that mean to
you?
  
Hero: America is where it is now because of the
immigrants that it allowed in. It helped the
immigrants when they needed the help and the
immigrants helped America become what it is
today through the hard work and diversity they
brought with them. 
 
Bonni: Tell me about Armenia. How is America
similar or different?
  
Hero: Armenia...

...is a beautiful, family-oriented country with
gorgeous fields, and mountains. Its
population close to 2 million people, but it
lacks the funds to be considered a desired
place to live. 
...was the first country in the world to
officially embrace Christianity.
Most Armenian's speak fluent Russian
because of our close relations with Russia. 
The Armenian language is one of the more
difficult languages to learn and after the
1915 Genocide there are three different
types of Armenian accents that can be
labeled:
Armenian is spoken by the people born and
raised in Armenia. I would describe this as a
more modern, clear, strict, and dominant
accent.
Persian Armenian, which is spoken by
Armenians who fled to Iran during the
Genocide and returned years later. The best
way I could describe this accent would
probably be a mixture of the Persian and
Armenian dialects. 
Lebanese Armenian/Beirut Armenian, is
spoken by Armenians who fled or lived in
Beirut, Lebanon. I would describe this as the
traditional/folksy accent. 

Bonni: Are you fluent in any other languages
besides English and Armenian?
 

Hero: I am fluent in Armenian and English and used
to be fluent in Russian. However, I forgot Russian
when I came to the States.  



Honeydew, MD, Ph.D, and prepared to test
our newest invention - the most magnificent
firework known to man.  We created the
firework inside Dr. Honeydew's cousin's
special mobile RV-lab.  The firework would
provide a stunning 90-minute spectacular
display of vibrant colors, and fluorescent
magic.  I approached the nine foot high rocket-
firework, and ignited the wick (30 feet in
length for safety reasons).  We succeeded
launching our invention, however, the eventual
result did not fulfill our expectations.  Once in
the sky the firework generated a painful 152 decibel "bang," followed by a 15 second festival
of lights spanning just under 40 square miles.  We definitely needed to alter the design of our
latest invention.
 

As Dr. Honeydew and I began a second attempt at
creating the "ultra-firework." I looked at the time machine
parked several feet from the RV-lab.  Dr. Honeydew and I
had performed some routine maintenance on its
suspension several hours earlier.  I began to ponder, and
imagined our country before the American Revolutionary
War.  Just what type of conditions existed before the
revolution?  I decided to conduct an investigation.  I
entered the time machine and programmed a destination -
Boston, Massachusetts, December 15th, 1773.  Within
two minutes I had arrived, exited the machine, and
stepped upon the snow covered ground which belonged to
Great Britain.

 
The machine had landed just north of the city.  I began to walk down a wide gravel covered
pathway.  Horse drawn carriages would pass by from time to time.  A free standing hut
appeared in the distance, the size of a small house.  A sign above the door read "Plymouth
Rock Tavern," and I entered with caution, and curiosity.
 
The patrons, many of the most powerful and
influential men of the era, partook in card
games, and consumed alcohol at a
surprisingly frantic pace.  I felt both
trepidation, and fascination. 
 
George Washington and King George III sat
at a table in the center of the tavern, played
cards, and drank beer.  The two men played
a game similar to Texas Hold 'Em poker, and
they referred to the game as "New England
Hold 'Em."  Benedict Arnold dealt the cards, and used one single deck.  John Adams,
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and John Hancock stood in an audience filled with
many historical American icons.
 

Mr. Arnold placed five cards face down within the center of the
table.  Mr. Arnold then placed two face down cards in front of
his majesty, two in front of George Washington, and two in front
of himself.  His majesty and Mr. Washington both reviewed
their two cards, and yelled "check."  Dealer Arnold turned over
three of the five face down cards within the center of the table,
and referred to this action as "the flip."  "The flip" exposed two
queens, and a ten. 
 
His majesty and Mr. Washington each placed their bets, and
each placed two bricks of gold bullion on the table.  Dealer
Arnold then yelled "I shall reveal the stream," and turned over
the two remaining face down cards:  one queen, and one five. 
George Washington then revealed his cards - one queen of
hearts, and one seven of diamonds.  Simultaneously, King
George III also revealed his cards - one queen of hearts, and

one six of clubs.  Both players became furious, and accused one another of cheating.
 
A riot then ensued.  Men shouted
insults such as "oaf," "dolt," and
"impudent fool."  The king's
entourage began a fist fight with the
eventual founders of our country. 
George Washington vowed to
break away from "the cheating and
dishonest grasp of the king," and
declared war on Great Britain.  His
majesty screamed that he looked
forward to destroying Washington's
"feeble militia."  His majesty then
accused George Washington of

when I came to the States.  
 
Bonni: Do you plan to return back to Armenia one
day to live or to reconnect with loved ones there?
 
Hero: I don't plan on returning to Armenia to stay
permanently. I would love to visit, but I have lived
my teenage and adult life in America and I plan on
continuing to live here. 

Bonni: Culture is transferred through language,
food, music, media, institutional structures, social
norms, etc... Can you describe what the culture of
KV looks like through your eyes? How about
America at large?
  
Hero: Through my eyes KV looks like a family
oriented culture base - a close group of people
working together day in and day out to get further
in life and in KV together. America is also a family
oriented culture base; however, I believe there is
opportunity to improve. Language, food, music,
media, institutional structures, social norms, and
everything else is very diversified in America and
that can intimate some people. Instead of
acceptance, some choose to stereotype, which
only hinders America's cultural growth.
 
Bonni: Tell me about what you expected for your
professional career in America and at KV?
 
Hero: My expectations in my professional career
completely depend on the opportunities provided
to me by my workplace. I am a hard worker and
quick learner. Given the opportunity, I believe I can
go extremely far in my career. I find KV to be a
safe place that represents what America is- a tight
community that helps one another.
  

  

Banking on Your Brand
 

  



Reagan takes a well-deserved break
from defending the ancients. HR

creeps in the background.

accused George Washington of
cheating during the card game,
and during the process of taxation. 
George Washington rebuked his
majesty with complaints about
exorbitant tea prices, and an insufficient public school system.  I ran out of the tavern, headed
to the time machine, and returned to 2014. 
 
I take comfort in the fact that I have discovered the true cause of the American Revolutionary
War.  Please ignore and dismiss the inaccurate facts within text books, Wikipedia, and all
other sources.  Our independence took place as a result of a poker game.
 
Who do you think actually cheated during the game?  George Washington, King George III, or
the dealer Benedict Arnold? 
 

 

Gamers In GamingGamers In Gaming
  

Featur ing: Reagan YangFeatur ing: Reagan Yang
    

  
As associates, we tend to forget that our management and leadership teams actually
have lives outside of the casino. They have hobbies and interests just like us, and even
enjoy playing games in their free time! In this month's Gamers in Gaming piece, we're
highlighting our very own Reagan YangReagan Yang, Supervisor at the Bicycle Casino in Southern
California!

 
Reagan stumbled upon gaming at a very young age, starting around ten years old. He
learned how to play alongside one of his very first childhood friends - the two would
never play without each other. Reagan's experience mirrors one that many gamers point
to as a major benefit: a sense of community and belonging. Interacting with others while
learning how to complete objectives not only prepares us gamers for the real world, but
also builds our teamwork and social skills!
 

As it turns out, Knighted Ventures has a gaming
community-within-a-community: Reagan often
plays online games with other members of the KV
SoCal team! Their game of choice? Defense of the
Ancients 2 (or DotA 2 for short), the sequel to the
extremely popular multi-player online battle arena

game from 2005. Showing a great mix of strategy
and individual achievement, this is Reagan's
favorite game because he's a) naturally good at
these types of games, and b) appreciates that
there is a clear winner every time. His other
favorite games involve a lot of strategy as well,
being a former player of World of Warcraft and
Warcraft III.
 
These days, however, Reagan uses PC games
exclusively, playing on a "supercomputer"
dedicated to online gaming built by fellow
Supervisor Pheng! But whether he's travelling the
plains of Azeroth or storming lanes and slaying
creeps, one thing is always certain: when you play
with Reagan, he wants to win, and never takes it
easy on someone competing against him.
 

When asked about other games he was excited for, Reagan couldn't come up with an
answer. Instead, he wanted to pose the question to our Knighted Ventures gamers all

  

 
Throughout the course of our ongoing recruitment
efforts, we've met a lot of candidates that have
expressed a desire to learn the "ins and outs" of a
business. We admire
that ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT - in fact, it's a
quality that typically bodes well for employees on
the job, in any job. Understand, however, that
learning about business operations is more than
dissecting its internal processes; it's also about
understanding how business is generated. To be
successful, a company must create a strong,
positive brand for itself - a brand that is in
demand by the customer. To be successful as an
employee, you must create a similar brand for
yourself that entices your management team to
utilize your services.
 
What is important to you, and what do you want
your team to be able to count on you for? We
urge you to exhibit the qualities that are not only in
line with the requirements of your job, but also
those that exceed expectations. Invest in yourself
by taking the appropriate steps to develop the
skillsets in high demand by the company. Find
opportunities to bring creativity and innovation to
your job, and avenues that enable you to go the
extra mile in collaborating with your team.
Fortunately, with the introduction of rotating
assessments and performance reviews, each of
you has resources by which to track individual
progress towards success in your role at
Knighted.
 
So what do you want to be known for that will
bring YOU business as an entrepreneur on the
floor? Perhaps more importantly, which behaviors
or string of events might cause you to tarnish your

brand and diminish your success? We challenge
you, Knights, to reflect on your strengths to
develop a personal brand for yourself that will
afford you the success you are worth, and the self-
governance you crave in your work. Your
personal profitability is banking on your brand.
We are here to help. Let us know how we can
assist you, and let the branding begin.

HEALTH & WELLNESS:
 

Registering on myCigna.com
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZjDwBLIcc00Ow9ReFZAVa-JprkMnRimpI7sbA24SuvTqSO0Z2pNjd38m4HVaYgM12LAjCTqYlGOAxQc1gYS8ZLbE03bv1W4kL0NCwZGqLrZm-ueVeJF-84SrTGIBi4mCyD6wCCx_aQ8W5Yx-DxkBBATCmUFeIK2OCnPLZCwn5EK_1sm-u_p_ZuI8UOL4Uw_tpY7jyOgGhcY=&c=&ch=


answer. Instead, he wanted to pose the question to our Knighted Ventures gamers all
around California. So, which upcoming games should Reagan be excited for? Or better
yet, which games are you excited to play in the near future? If you have any
recommendations, or would like to be the next feature on Gamers In Gaming, please
contact Rebecca Kondzela at rkondzela@knighted.com, or Jason Galit at
jgalit@knighted.com.

 

An example of the gameplay in DotA 2

 
DotA 2 is also played on a professional level, where people have the chance to earn

college scholarships! 

 

 

 
If you haven't registered on myCigna.com, you're
missing out on so many great resources! Here are
just a few of the many reasons to register:
  
ONLINE HEALTH ASSISTANTS - Living
healthier just got easier! myCigna offers a Health
Assistant Online Coaching tool where you can
choose goals and activities for yourself, and
myCigna will create weekly plans that are emailed
to you to keep you on track! 
 
FINANCIALS - Are you wondering how much
you've spent on your deductible? Interested in
seeing cost differences between in and out-of-
network providers? You financial information is
broken down online.
 
THE APP - myCigna has an Apple/Android app
where you can access your ID Card,
appointments, coverage, and costs. You can do
everything from your smartphone!
 
REPORTS & EVALUATIONS  - Are you

wondering how smoking affects your lifespan?
How do you know if you are at risk for cavities?
myCigna has endless resources including wellness
topics, tools for evaluating your health, and
reports on medications.
 
SUPPORT GROUPS  - If you, or a loved one is
experiencing a significant hardship, myCigna has
information on hundreds of support groups and
how to join.
 
REWARDS & DISCOUNTS  - myCigna offers
rewards and discounts for participating in healthy
activities. myCigna has teamed up with programs
and companies that offer health services, and if
you join or participate, you get a discount!
 
Register now at myCigna.com to start utilizing
these great benefits!

 

HowToWork with WhenToWork
 

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZjDwBLIcc00Ow9ReFZAVa-JprkMnRimpI7sbA24SuvTqSO0Z2pNjd38m4HVaYgM12LAjCTqYlGOAxQc1gYS8ZLbE03bv1W4kL0NCwZGqLrZm-ueVeJF-84SrTGIBi4mCyD6wCCx_aQ8W5Yx-DxkBBATCmUFeIK2OCnPLZCwn5EK_1sm-u_p_ZuI8UOL4Uw_tpY7jyOgGhcY=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZjDwBLIcc00Ow9ReFZAVa-JprkMnRimpI7sbA24SuvTqSO0Z2pNjd38m4HVaYgM12LAjCTqYlGOAxQc1gYS8ZLbE03bv1W4kL0NCwZGqLrZm-ueVeJF-84SrTGIBi4mCyD6wCCx_aQ8W5Yx-DxkBBATCmUFeIK2OCnPLZCwn5EK_1sm-u_p_ZuI8UOL4Uw_tpY7jyOgGhcY=&c=&ch=


  

Whether you're new to the casino or a seasoned
banker, it never hurts to get a bit of a refresher!
WhenToWork is an extremely useful tool to help you
stay on top of your schedule at all times, but only if
you know how to use it! Pheng Vue, Bike Supervisor
extraordinaire, put together these instructional videos
on how to make the most out of WhenToWork. Check
out the videos below and learn about what
WhenToWork can do for you! For best results, view in
HD. Click on "CC" to show subtitles.

 
Setting Up Your Account 

 
Using W2W 

 
 Trading Shifts

 
A huge thanks to Pheng for going out of his way
to put together these instructional videos for
us. 

Please feel free to contact Pheng or any of your
Supervisors with questions about W2W!
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